
For assistance with practical advice on turf selection, �tting and professional aftercare - 
contact a Nouwens Nouwens Appointed Dealer listed on our website: 
www.nouwenscarpets.co.za

National: 0860 00 0058
Johannesburg: 011 608 4435
Cape Town: 021 465 2211
Durban: 031 502 5730

Fieldturf

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Nouwens Carpets Quality Management System is certi�ed ISO 9001. Every product 
carries the ISO 9001 logo as your assurance of quality and our commitment to 
maintaining the highest international standard.

FIVE YEAR MANUFACTURING GUARANTEE

Our products are covered by the Nouwens Carpets 5-Year guarantee against patent 
and latent defects in the manufacturing process. All claims will be treated in 
accordance with the South African Manufacturers Standard Claims Policy. 
Applicable ranges only. However, these products must be maintained and cleaned in 
accordance with the written instructions of Nouwens Carpets. Devaluation of 20% 
per annum will apply if material being replaced is due to a manufacturing defect. 
This guarantee does not cover tears, cuts or burns, or damage relating to the 
improper use or application of improper cleaning agents. 

8- YEAR LIMITED UV WARRANTY

Nouwens Carpets products are covered by 8-year UV Warranty, which states that 
when installed and maintained as recommended by Nouwens Carpets. These 
products are covered for �bre degradation and colour fastness for a period of 8 
years. Applicable ranges only. 

FIBRE TYPE

This synthetic yarn, is colour fast, stain-resistant, anti-microbial and anti-allergenic, 
and is not normally affected by insects, mold, or mildew. 

SOUTH AFRICAN CARPET MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CLAIMS POLICY

Nouwens Carpets adheres to stringent quality control standards with regard to the 
manufacturing processes and the materials used. In the unlikely event of a 
manufacturing or material defect being in your Nouwens Carpets product, your 
claim will be assessed according to the terms of the south African Carpets 
Manufacturers Standard Claims Policy, subject to a pro-rata devaluation of 20% per 
annum.

The terms and conditions of this policy can be requested from your dealer, any 
Nouwens Carpets branch or viewed at www.nouwenscarpets.co.za.

ENVIRONMENTAL

•Nouwens Carpets is a certi�ed Green Building Council South Africa (GBCSA) 
Member.

•Fieldturf Products are lead free.

DISCLAIMER

RANGES

Nouwens Carpets reserves the right to change and update its product ranges at any 
time. Before designing your installation using any named product and its colour way. 
Please contact your dealer to ensure availability.

ARTIFICIAL TURF CARE AND STAIN REMOVAL

Nouwens Carpets cannot be held responsible for any damage that may occur to turf 
as a result of the incorrect application of maintenance and stain removal 
procedures. Consult your dealer or Nouwens Carpets website for details on cleaning 
methods. 

OUR GUIDE TO PROPER CARE:

Your arti�cial turf is an investment in comfort and style. To keep it looking good and lasting longer, 
proper care and attention is required in the installation and maintenance thereof. To get the most out of 
your turf, and to keep the Nouwens Carpets Guarantee and Warranty in place. It is important to adhere 
to the following maintenance procedures (SANS 10245), as well as the care instructions on the Fieldturf 
website.

•Colours may vary within a commercial tolerance from batch to batch.  Do not install different dye 
batches together in the same installation.

•In the instance of a cut-pile product, the pile lying in different directions has varied effects on light 
re�ection. New owners of this type of product should be aware that this is a desirable characteristic, 
sometimes called shading, and is by no means a defect.

•Product speci�cations are based on averages from normal manufacturing tolerances. Such variations do 
not effect product performance.

•This product is guaranteed by Nouwens Carpets for a period of 5 years against any patent and latent 
defects in the manufacturing process.

•Pile pressure marks from the likes of furniture, and soiling are not manufacturing defects.

•For non-permeable surfaces Fieldturf must be adhered to the substrate using a grid pattern of adhesive 
with a 2-3mm trowel. See technical training document.

•Fieldturf products are manufactured using synthetic materials and are therefore susceptible to abrasion 
marking and concentrated focal points of heat.

•Note: Fieldturf products are susceptible to contraction and expansion when exposed to variable 
weather conditions. Fieldturf has been designed for outdoor purposes. 

INSTALLATION

•Our arti�cial turf must be installed by a professional installer in accordance with the code of practice 
for the installation of textile �oor coverings (SANS 10186), where applicable. 

•While Fieldturf can be installed as a Do-It-Yourself project, it is recommended that shaped or intricate 
installations be installed professionally to ensure optimal product performance.

•In�ll quantities are critical to product performance.

•Care must be taken during installation with regards to re�ective surfaces (excessive concentrated heat)

•Nouwens Carpets accepts no responsibility for damage to broadloom that has not been installed in 
accordance with those guidelines.

•Installation must take place after construction is complete. Nouwens Carpets will accept no 
responsibility nor honour any guarantee or warranty for installations made during construction work 
that are inadequately protected against damage. 

•For information regarding installation contact your Nouwens Carpets Representative for a detailed 
installation manual.

MAINTENANCE OF YOUR ARTIFICIAL TURF

•Correct and regular maintenance will increase the lifespan and enhance the appearance of your Turf. 
Cleaning should be proportional to the amount of soiling your turf is exposed to.

•Daily, or at the very least, weekly brushing with a �rm bristle broom will keep turf clean and upright (do 
not use steel brushes). Leaves, rough dirt and other dry debris can be removed with a �exible rake or leaf 
blower, or hosed away (be careful not to remove too much in�ll material).

•Never use solvents on a Fieldturf installation. Washing with cold or warm water is suf�cient, but for 
harsh chemical spills, please refer to the manufacturer. To remove solids (e.g. chewing gum and pet 
faeces) carefully scoop the solids off the turf; spilt liquids can be washed away with water. Burning 
materials such as cigarettes and coals should be removed as soon as possible. 

NAME                              TOTAL THICKNESS   COLOURS                   INFILL                  APPLICATION  

KIKUYU TURF               30 MM         NATURAL GREEN     NIL                         GARDEN, INDOOR GARDEN, PATIOS, LANDSCAPE, ROOFTOPS

BUFFALO TURF            30 MM        GREEN                         SILICA SAND    GARDEN, INDOOR GARDEN, PATIOS, LANDSCAPE, ROOFTOPS, MULTIFUNCTIONAL

KENTUCKY TURF        20 MM        NATURAL GREEN     NIL                        GARDEN, INDOOR GARDEN, PATIOS, LANDSCAPE, ROOFTOPS

PASPALUM TURF         30 MM         NATURAL GREEN     SILICA SAND      GARDEN, INDOOR GARDEN, PATIOS, LANDSCAPE, ROOFTOPS, MULTIFUNCTIONAL

EVERGREEN TURF     40 MM        GREEN                         NIL                        GARDEN, INDOOR GARDEN, PATIOS, LANDSCAPE, ROOFTOPS

BERMUDA TURF          30 MM        NATURAL GREEN     NIL                       GARDEN, INDOOR GARDEN, PATIOS, LANDSCAPE, ROOFTOPS

BENT TURF                   13 MM        GREEN                         NIL                           PUTTING GREEN, MULTIFUNCTIONAL
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Nouwens Kentucky turf 20 mm

Nouwens Buffalo turf 30 mm

Nouwens Paspalum turf 30 mm



Nouwens Evergreen turf 40 mm

Nouwens Kikuyu turf 30 mm

Nouwens Bermuda turf 30 mm



Nouwens Bent sport turf 15 mm


